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HIGHLIGHTS OF CITIES
AND COUNTRIES IMPACTED

//  Bluff, Utah  //         //  Moab, Utah  //

//  Anchorage, Alaska  //

//  Centennial Valley, Montana  //

//  Dolores River Valley, Colorado  //

//  Guatemala City, Guatemala  //

//  Latacunga, Ecuador  //

//  Linlithgow, West Lothian, Scotland  //

//  Primary Children’s Medical Center  //

//  Zaniac Learning Center  //

//  Anderson Westside Senior Center  //

//  American Cancer Society  //

//  Hope Lodge  //

//  La Escuela Faldas, Ecuador  //

//  Tenth East Senior Center  //

//  Bryant Middle School  //

//  Avenues Courtyard Assisted Living Center  //

//  House of Hope  //

//  Rural Immersion Institute of the North  //

//  Salt Lake City Public Library  //

//  Marriott Library  //

//  Columbus Senior Center  //

//  Sandy Senior Center  //

//  Taft-Nicholson Center  //

//  Peak Health and Fitness  //

//  University Campus Gardens  //

//  Child and Family Development Center  //

//  SHEVA, Empowering Women and Girls in Guatemala  //

//  The Falling Up Project  //

//  Friend-to-Friend  //

//  Salt Lake County Youth Services Club  //

NOTABLE PARTNERS



01.

Featured Program

LISTENING TO BLUFF 

Students in the Urban Ecology Capstone Workshop worked with 
citizens of Bluff, Utah, to create a visioning plan for their com-
munity. Titled “Listening to Bluff,” this project received the 2017 
STaR James A. Segedy Award for Outstanding Student Project 
- a national award from the American Planning Association. This 
national award represents the highest recognition ever received 
by U of U students in the Department of City and Metropolitan 
Planning.

21
Capstone Students

250
people impacted

02.

Listening to Bluff opened my mind to the vital role the listening 
process should play in our communities. By exercising the listening 
process in the Bluff community, we discovered existing community 
values and character that residents can use to ensure a sustainable 
future for their community. To build and develop sustainable commu-
nities we start by listening.  
—
SAM BALL
Urban Ecology major



The capstone program helped me launch a research project, a busi-
ness, and my own interest in sustainable engineering. The resources 
and guidance I received have been invaluable to the creation of a 
100% biodegradable product that will hopefully provide women 
all over the world with a safe, sustainable, and affordable feminine 
hygiene option.
—
ALICIA DIBBLE
Materials Science Engineering major

04.

Featured Student
// Alicia Dibble //

BIODEGRADABLE FEMININE
HYGIENE PRODUCTS 

Working in Guatemala with SHEVA: Empowering Women and 
Girls in Guatemala, a team of women engineering students, lead 
by Alicia Dibble, is developing biodegradable feminine hygiene 
products to improve the lives of women worldwide. The devel-
opment of the pads includes methods for women to make them 
themselves which helps keeps the pads both safe and afford-
able.

3
Capstone Students03.



Featured Project

CENTENNIAL VALLEY WILDLIFE
CORRIDOR STUDY

A team of capstone students from Environmental and Sustain-
ability Studies spent time at the university’s Taft-Nicholson Cen-
ter in Montana tracking wildlife migration patterns. With support 
from the Ivory Homes Capstone Initiative Fund, they were able 
to acquire camera traps for nighttime surveillance of animals in 
the area. This research is now being used to better understand 
and address disruptions in the area’s habitat.

By allowing us to contribute important research to wildlife conser-
vation efforts, the capstone program aligned perfectly with our hopes 
as environmentalists. The funding we acquired allowed us to walk 
the exact piece of earth we wanted to protect, and bring action to the 
changes we wanted to see. Ultimately, the project helped us grow both 
as a team and as individuals, while helping to raise awareness about 
an important ecosystem.
—
MIRANDA CASTILLO, HECTOR CASTILLO, ANNIE KELLER
AND SHANNA O’NEILL
Environmental and Sustainability Studies majors

4
Capstone Students
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06.



Featured Student
// Christine Kannapel //

CAIRNS: A PLACE BY THE TAY
Christine developed her capstone project with Distinguished 
Professor Katherine Coles in the Department of English. Her 
deeply personal project explored the pressures of society on 
one’s identity, and particularly the idea of legitimacy and one’s 
sense of origin. She produced a book of poetry, a film, and held 
a performance on campus. Christine’s project was also support-
ed by the Undergraduate Research Program (UROP) which pro-
vided funds for her capstone-related studies in Scotland.

08.

A point came in my college career where my writing was not meeting 
my journey and what I wanted to say about my journey. Then my 
Capstone Project happened. Being a part of the Capstone Initiative 
Project allowed me time, space, and the funding to investigate my 
writing, my journey, and most importantly, my future. My college ca-
reer ended not as a closing of a chapter in my life, but rather it gifted 
to me the beginnings of something larger.
—
CHRISTINE KANNAPEL
English major

07.



Featured Student
// Sarah Pinnock //

DANCE, PHOTOGRAPHY AND SERVICE 
ARTIST IN LATACUNGA, ECUADOR

As part of a service exchange program in Latacunga, Ecuador, 
Sarah was invited to extend her dance studies at the University 
as an artist-in-residence. Working in two public schools in the 
community, Sarah was able to advance her long-term interest in 
teaching as well as develop her interest in dance therapy.

09.

270
People Impacted

2
Capstone Students

10.

Thanks to the Ivory Homes Capstone Fund, Grace Ehlert and I were 
able to share this love of dance with youth in Ecuador. Our time 
teaching solidified Virginia Tanner’s philosophies on how creative 
dance allows students to physicalize academic information through 
creativity and teamwork, to build life skills, and to become more 
physically and mentally healthy, while promoting laughter and fun. 
We loved seeing the children from Ecuador interpret prompts, share 
ideas, invent their own movement, and perform for each another. It 
was an experience the students might never get again, and one that 
we will forever cherish. It became yet another beautiful testimony on 
the power of dance in children’s lives.
—
SARAH PINNOCK
Modern Dance major



Featured Course

BlockU MEDICAL HUMANITIES
The BlockU Medical Humanities course established several 
teams of students to address the question, “Are U Normal?” 
Looking through lenses of race, gender, genetics and disabil-
ity, 27 BlockU students spent the year evaluating ideas of ab-
normality in medicine, social sciences and social norms. Their 
concluding project was an exhibition at the Marriott Library that 
will be installed in the Salt Lake City Public Library this fall 2017.

150
People Impacted

27
Capstone Students

Without the Capstone Initiative, I wouldn’t have been able to create 
an exhibit which allowed for discussions about the gray areas in the 
medical world!  This experience has allowed me to do something 
I love, share it with others, and create personal relationships with 
many professors and resources on and off campus. The Capstone 
Initiative opened doors enabling me to achieve success as a first-year 
student, and in the coming years as I pursue my dream to become a 
doctor!
—
COLTON LIU
BlockU Medical Humanities Student

The exhibit was a principle highlight of my first year at the U. It 
taught me digital design skills, allowed me to develop leadership 
skills, and recognize the struggles that putting on an exhibit pres-
ents. It is something I will look back on many years from now as a 
great project that had a humanitarian impact on those who visited, 
changing the modern perspective on how individuals view themselves 
and others.
—
JAMES TRUART CARRINGTON
BlockU Medical Humanities Student

12.
11.
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